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CC
OLLECTORS OF LARGE CENTS HAVE THEIR
“Booby Head” varieties (Newcomb 5-7 and 11-15 of
1839) -- and alas, we who collect New Jersey obsolete
paper money have our “Booby Hand” varieties, too.

Unfortunately there are many more of the latter than the former.

Modern falsely-signed New Jersey obsolete scrip remainders

‘Booby Hand,’ ‘Booby Hand,’ 
Faker of Our HistorFaker of Our Historyy

Examples of ‘Booby Hand’s’ handiwork plentiful
by David D. Gladfelter

An early version of this article appeared in Jerseyana, reprinted with permis-
sion of the publisher, New Jersey Exonumia Society.
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“Booby Hand” was someone who formed, or had access to, a large collec-
tion of New Jersey scrip remainders sometime around 1950.  This collector must
have abhorred looking at a blank signature line, or maybe he (or she) couldn’t
resist the temptation to try to make up new varieties. So this collector took a mod-
ern day fountain pen filled with blue-gray ink and wrote phonied-up signatures on
the remainders, then added red numbers for good measure. 

The false signatures should have fooled nobody, since real signatures dur-
ing the obsolete era were almost invariably written in brown ink. But they did
deceive George W. Wait and Dorothy Budd Bartle, who listed and even illustrated
some of these fake varieties in their 1976 catalog of New Jersey obsolete currency,
New Jersey’s Money. I’ve written about these false signatures in Paper Money and
elsewhere, but they continue to fool present-day cataloguers and collectors. 

So now is the time to expose this fraud again in a more substantial way.

I began collecting New Jersey paper money in the 1990s.  It wasn’t too
long before I ran across some of “Booby Hand’s” concoctions.  It was exciting at
first because I thought I was finding unlisted varieties.  But soon I began to notice
something strange about them – they didn’t look right.  For one thing, the begin-
nings of the signatures were faint and then became bold – the converse of what
one would expect if the signer were dipping the pen in an old fashioned ink well
prior to writing his name. Also, the initials and the surnames, as well as the red
numerals, had a similar tendency to flow together.  

Some of the names, such as “M. Hill” on a note from Mullica Hill, looked
phony enough to invite a closer look.  Some of the signatures, such as “H. Hall &
Co.” on the Winslow remainders, are over punch-out cancellations, put there by
the printer precisely for the purpose of preventing the notes from being signed.
And notice the similarity of appearance of the names “Hall” and “Hill.”  It doesn’t
take a handwriting expert to look at these signatures and to conclude that they’re
written by the same person!

Now, I do not and cannot claim to be a handwriting expert, or even a
paper money expert.  But I do have two good eyes.  No question that it’s very
important for a numismatist to use his or her eyes.  Not only to grade the speci-
mens, but to observe such things as die varieties (on metallic pieces) and printing
details (on paper items).  And to notice when a specimen doesn’t look right, for
whatever reason, and if the reason makes sense, to conclude that the specimen isn’t
right.

Take two examples, purportedly issued in the 1860s by “M. Hill” of
Mullica Hill and “D. Whitney” of Perth Amboy, illustrated herein.  Both are
unlisted in George W. Wait’s standard reference, New Jersey’s Money, although the
former is of the same type as Wait-1996, issued by J.W. Manning.  I have no ques-
tion as to the genuineness of the notes themselves.  It is only the signatures and
other writing on them that I question.

Just the name itself, “M. Hill,” on a note from the town of Mullica Hill
sounds phony enough to invite a closer look.  The ink of the “M. Hill” signature is
light blue, rather than the standard 1860s dark brown.  Rather than alternating
from heavy to faint, as signatures written with pens dipped into 1860s inkwells

Two of the suspicious scrip:
Bridgeton, N.J. signed “E. Dennis”
(left below), and Ewingville, N.J.
signed “David Warren” (below
right).
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tend to do, this one has that even-flow appearance of having been made with a
1950s fountain pen.  The note number, “24,” is written in red, and the numerals
flow together -- points to note, although not of themselves unusual.

The “D. Whitney” signature is in gray ink, the number “201” again in
red.  The first initial is faint, but the rest of the name bold -- the reverse of what
one would expect if the signer were dipping the pen in an inkwell and beginning
the signature with fresh ink.  Rather this signature has the appearance of having
been written with a fountain pen that had to be moved on the paper to get the ink
flowing.  Why would the ink not be flowing if the signer had just written his
name 200 times?

The downward stroke of the final letter “y” of the signature is too short,
as if the signer had run out of room to write.  In the 1860s most notes were
signed on the sheet and then cut apart.  On a genuine signature, the lower part of
the “y” would have been cut off when the notes were cut apart, and either lost in
the margin waste or appearing at the top of the note below it.  Notice again how
the numerals “01” flow together.

Now, go through the Wait catalog and look caefully at the signatures on
some of the illustrated notes, and compare them with those on the two specimens

From top:  Three of the suspect notes,
signed “Allan Denton” (Wait unlist-
ed);  “H. Hall & Co.” (Wait unlisted),
and “I.S. Dunham” (Wait supple-
ment).
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just described.  In particular, I direct your attention to the signatures on the illus-
trations of W-2465 (“H. Hall & Co.”), W-397 (“Moore & Bro.”), W-476 (“C.C.
Williams”), and W-1085 (“C. Cottrell”).

The specimen used to illustrated W-2465 is a proof or specimen note,
with two punch-out cancellations (POCs) showing on the signature line.  The
POCs were put there by the printer of the notes precisely for the purpose of pre-
venting them from being signed.  Yet this one was signed, and the name “Hall” on
this note bears a remarkable similarity of appearance to the name “Hill” on the
Mullica Hill note.  A genuine signature?  The plot thickens.

The “Moore & Bro.” note is number “204”; compare this number with
the “24” on the Mullica Hill note and with the “201” on the “D. Whitney” note.
See how the numerals flow together in all three examples?  Compare the initial
“M” of “Moore” with the intial “M” of “M. Hill;” notice the elaborate flourish,
appearing almost as a script “JN.” as on the Wait-397 note.

The “C”s of “C. Cottrell” on the W-1085 illustration flow together as do
the “C”s on “C.C. Williams.”  On the date, compare the “M” of “May” with the
other “M”s in this group, and the numeral “24” with the same numeral on the
Mullica Hill note.

It’s difficult to pinpoint exactly when “Booby Hand’s” notes began to
appear on the market because before 1990, scrip lots tended to be grouped anony-
mously by the auction houses.  In fact, I found no record of them anywhere prior
to publication of the Wait catalog.  Jacob Spiro’s obsolete paper collection, sold in
1955 by Hans M. F. Schulman, was grouped into 13 lots by counties, each averag-
ing 70 to 110 pieces, with Lot 1215 (all Burlington County) containing 155!  The
scrip was simply described as “private issues.”  None were evidently in the collec-
tion of former Princeton dealer William Pullen, auctioned in 1977 by NASCA,
then the premier U. S. paper money firm; but again, most of the “private scrip” in
that collection was only identified as such, by town. 

There were several “Boobies” in the New Jersey section of the T. James
Clarke sale by NASCA in 1978, and one (the “David Warren” .05) in the Ernest
Littrell collection sold by the same firm in 1979.  None were in the extensive
Abner Reed collection sold by NASCA in 1983.  A few isolated “Boobies” were in

Trial Listing of  “Booby Hand” Fake Scrip

Wait # Town Name Illustrated?
1 Allentown “Albert Clark” No

107 Bordentown Corporation of Bordentown, 
“B.C.Williams” and “D.D. Trice,” Burgesses No

119 Bridgeton “C. Dennis” No
161 Bridgeton Cumberland Bank, “C. Curdy,” Pres.,

“Jack Temple,” Cash., “W. Willis,” Payee No
395 Cedarville “Moore & Bros.” Yes
475 Dennis Creek “C. C. Williams” Yes
575 Ewingville “David Warren” No

1085 Marshallville “C. Cottrell” Yes
1277 Mountainville “R. L. Clinton” Yes
Unl. Mullica Hill “M. Hill” No

1927A Pennington “N. Murphy” No
1996 Perth Amboy “D. Whitney” No

Supp. Plainfield “I.S. Dunham” No
2308 Trenton “C. Cummings & Bro.” Yes
Unl. Trenton “Allen Denton” No
Unl. Tuckahoe Bridg “Chas. Powell” No
2455 Waterford Waterford Glass Works, “H. Harris, Pres.” No
2465 Winslow “H. Hall & Co.” Yes
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the Dupont collection sales by Henry Christensen and R.M. Smythe in 1993, and
a set of the “C. Cottrell” notes of Marshallville appeared in the 1996 sale of the
Western Reserve Historical Society collection by Spink America.  The recent
series of sales of the Herb and Martha Schingoethe collection by Smythe has been
fairly plagued with them.  This “mystery collector’s” defacement activities were
extensive.

Shown is a trial list of the Booby Hand notes that I have identified to
date. I invite collectors who have unlisted notes of this ilk to publish them.

You will not find “C. Dennis” mentioned in a history of Bridgeton nor
“C. Cummings” in a history of Trenton.  Neither of them ever existed except as
figments of “Booby Hand’s” imagination, and neither did any of the other listed

I suspect that “Mr. Hill” and “D.
Whitney”signatures and the serial
numbers on these New Jersey scrip
notes in my collection were applied
by a collector to remainder notes
much later than the time the notes
were purportedly “issued” during
the Civil War.
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names.  The scrip with their names on it is worth no more than unsigned remain-
ders, and probably less.  If historical association is your reason for collecting,
avoid the Boobies.

“Booby Hand’s” identity is presently unknown, but it’s possible that a
pedigree search of this group of fake-signature specimens, and possibly additional
ones to be discovered in the future, may ultimately reveal the person responsible.

These notes and others like them should be listed for what they are --
remainders with suspect signatures.                                        

I suspect that “C.C. Williams” and
“C. Cottrell”signatures on these New
Jersey scrip notes illustrated in
George Wait’s standard catalog New
Jersey Money were applied by a col-
lector to remainder notes much later
than the time the notes were pur-
portedly “issued.”
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Compare the signatures and the
serial number on the purported
Moore & Bros. notes, both shown
in the Wait catalog, with the
other examples shown.  What do
you think? Do you agree with me
that they were added later?
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